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1. Cut a piece from Blossom to measure 8” x 3¼”. Trim another piece 
using the same measurement from the B-side of Blossom. 
2. Score the B-side piece from Blossom with the 8 inches across the 
top at 3½” and 7”. Fold on the score lines with a mountain valley fold.
3. Add adhesive to the back of the small section and with the piece 
folded adhere it to the left side of the card front leaving an equal 
border around the top, left and bottom.
4. Add adhesive to the Blossom piece and adhere it to the right side 
of the card front having an equal distance from the top, right, and 
bottom.
5. Trim the “Blossom and Grow” border strip from Inspire and adhere 
it to the bottom of the card front approximately 3 ⁄8” from the bottom.
6. Trim out the small burgundy floral card from Delight and add it to 
the front of the card along the left side at an angle. 
7. Adhere the chipboard “Blossom” tag to the left hand side of the 
card front and add the small blue floral chipboard circle on top. 
8. Trim out two pieces of the burgundy floral border strip to measure 
3¼”, three small stamps, and the blue floral card from Inspire. 
9. With the pullout element open adhere the burgundy floral strip 
along the left side approximately ¾” from the left hand score-line. 

10. Add the stamp and floral card image to the front panel with 
foam adhesive. Attach the key paper clip to the upper right hand 
side of the panel approximately 3 ⁄8” from the score-line.
11. Adhere the remaining burgundy floral strip and postage 
stamps to the inside as shown.
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Directions:
Card #1

Designed by  ~  Ginger Ropp
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 ea Blossom 8x8 Paper Pad          (4502159) 
1 pk Blossom Die-Cut Chipboard          (4502162) 
1 pk G45 Staples Paper Clips               (4502217) 
1 pk Slimline Cards & Envelopes—Ivory    (ADP3585-6.119G45 )

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, detail scissors, ruler, scoring tool, bone folder,  
various adhesives, foam adhesive, distress ink (optional)

— Interactive Slimline Card Set —
Notes: 
• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
• Measurements are width x height unless specified.
• Optional: Distress paper edges with ink before adhering.
• The following instructions are for three cards. Use the 

remaining supplies provided in your kit to create three 
additional cards by following the steps using other papers!

Card #1Card #1



Card #2
1. Cut a piece from Flourish to measure 8” x 3¼”. Trim another piece 
using the same measurement from the B-side of Flourish. 
2. Score the B-side piece from Flourish with the 8” across the top at 3½” 
and 7”. Fold on the score lines with a mountain valley fold.
3. Add foam adhesive to the back of the small section and set aside. 
4. From Inspire trim out the blue and white floral border strip, six stamps, 
the dark blue floral tag, and blue quote tag and set aside.
5. Attach the crown paper clip to the upper right hand side of the Flourish 
panel. Add foam adhesive to the back side going around the paper clip 
and leaving approximately 1½” on the far right side. (This piece will be 
attached to the pullout and is adhered with wet adhesive.)
6. With the B-side piece of Flourish folded, adhere it to the left side of the 
card front leaving an equal border around the top, left and bottom.
7. Adhere the Flourish panel  to the right side of the card front having 
an equal distance from the top, right, and bottom. (the section that is 
adhered to the foldout is adhered with wet adhesive)
8. Add the trimmed out elements to the Flourish panel as shown in the 
photos. Adhere the chipboard tag on top of the floral tag as shown.
9. With the pullout element open adhere two stamps to the center panel. 
10. Trim out the Thinking of You card from Delight and adhere it and two 
stamps with foam adhesive to the front section of the pullout.
11. Adhere the remaining two stamps inside of the card similar to Card 1.

Card #3
1. From Brighten B-side cut a piece to 8” x 27 ⁄8”. Cut another piece from the B-side 
to measure 3¼” x 3”. Place the 8” x 27 ⁄8” piece in your scoreboard with the 8” 
across the top and score at 1½” and 4¾”.  This time fold a valley, then a mountain. 
2. From Brighten cut two pieces to 3¼” x 4”. Add one piece to the top section of the 
card front leaving an equal space along the top and two sides. Adhere the other 
piece to the bottom section leaving equal space along the bottom and two sides.
3. Add adhesive to the back of the folded pullout small panel and adhere it to the 
back side of the 3¼” x 3” piece along the right and side. (The pullout is trimmed 1 ⁄8” 
shorter so when folded the border strip will be visible.) Add adhesive to the back 
of the 3¼” x 3” piece and adhere it to the center of the card front. 
4. From Inspire trim out the skinny burgundy strip. Cut two pieces to measure 
3¼” and adhere them along the top and bottom seams of the center panel on the 
card front. (See photo for placement)
5. From Inspire trim out the pink floral tag, two stamps, blue word border strip 
and the Be Peace tag. 
6. Trim two pieces of the blue word border strip to 3¼”. Adhere one piece with 
foam adhesive to the top of the card. Attach the leaf paper 
clip just below the border strip.
7. With the pullout open adhere the pink floral tag as shown 
to the left panel. Adhere the remaining blue border strip 
and one stamp to the center panel.
8. From Delight trim out the pink floral card and  adhere 
the card to the last panel with foam adhesive. Add the two 
chipboard elements as shown. 
9. Adhere the “Be Peace” tag and last stamp to the inside.

You can complete an additional three cards following the same steps using with other papers from the collection! 
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